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ABSTRACT
Average Case Analysis of a Shared Register Emulation Algorithm
Gerald Hu
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Texas A&M University
Research Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Welch
Department of Computer Science
Texas A&M University
Distributed algorithms are important for managing systems with multiple networked
components, where each component operates independently but coordinates to achieve
a common goal. Previous theoretical research has produced numerous distributed algo-
rithms but primarily uses mathematical proofs to yield theoretical results, such as worst-
case runtime complexity. However, less research has been done on how these algorithms
behave in practice, such as average-case runtime complexity.
This paper will describe the empirical behavior of the distributed algorithm CCReg [1]
in a realistic environment, using the language DistAlgo[2] to implement said algorithm.
CCReg emulates a shared read/write register using a message-passing system. In par-
ticular, CCReg allows the underlying message-passing system to experience continuous
changes to the set of components present, and tolerates crash failures of components.
When the rate of component change and the fraction of crash failures are bounded,
CCReg is proven to work correctly. The original paper specifies bounds for both that
are guaranteed to work, and gives proof for those bounds. However, these bounds are
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restrictive and do not allow for much component change or many crash failures.
Thus the goal of our implementation is to determine if CCReg’s theoretical bounds can
be relaxed in practice. We focus on CCReg’s safety and liveness conditions: the algorithm
eventually terminates, and a consistency condition called linearizability is maintained. We
use a general method developed by Gibbons and Korach [3] for determining if any ordering
of operations satisfying linearizability exists.
We find that, for executions where operations are randomly invoked, the algorithm
does not exhibit any adverse behaviors. Each execution we tested terminates in finite time
and has an order of operations satisfying linearizability. We discuss these findings, as well
as future approaches and methodology for testing the theoretical boundaries in practice.
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NOMENCLATURE
CCReg Continuous Churn Register algorithm
α Churn fraction
∆ Failure fraction
γ Join bound
β Read/write bound
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Distributed computer systems are an important part of modern computing. These sys-
tems are composed of distributed devices (as opposed to one centralized device), working
together to achieve some common goal. Distributed systems can take many forms, such as
networks of embedded sensors, geographically distributed database storage, and users of
the internet accessing a shared document. They can be composed of static devices such as
servers, or mobile devices such as smart phones, and combinations thereof.
A large portion of distributed computing research focuses on theoretical analysis, using
mathematical and formal methods to specify an algorithm’s behavior and prove theoret-
ical boundaries. This is often beneficial as careful specification allows algorithms to be
abstracted from hardware implementations, and allows the results to be relevant to multi-
ple situations. Theoretical analysis also yields useful conclusions, such as impossibility of
certain results.
Theoretical analysis methods are powerful, but have some blind spots. In particular,
analytical methods can produce upper bounds and lower bounds, but moving those closer
together to form a tightly-defined bound is difficult. Sometimes, these bounds can be too
pessimistic or overly restrictive. In addition, theoretical analysis can be challenged by
uncertainty and nondeterminism in the model. Asynchronous messages can take arbitrary
amounts of time to reach their destination, arbitrary nodes can crash or fail. With so much
uncertainty, many analyses can only assume a worst case scenario every time.
This motivates the primary direction of this research: exploring the gap between the
theoretical bounds, drawing conclusions from empirical methods and real-world behavior.
We have selected a distributed algorithm for study, and have implemented this algorithm in
the programming language DistAlgo[2]. DistAlgo is a high-level language which allows
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expression and implementation of distributed algorithms. Its high-level expressiveness
allows for human readability while still being implementable and unambiguous.
The algorithm selected is CCReg [1], which simulates a shared read/write register on
top of a message-passing system with churn. We shall explain what a shared read/write
register is, why we wish to simulate it with a message-passing system, the conditions we
would like this simulation to have, what churn is, and why churn makes these conditions
harder.
There are two primary mechanisms for communication between systems: shared mem-
ory objects, and message-passing systems. Shared memory can be thought of as a single
central object that multiple devices can access concurrently. Message-passing systems
are those where devices concurrently communicate in a point-to-point way. Designing
algorithms for message-passing systems can be difficult, especially when devices in those
systems are subject to failures, and one may want to work with a shared-memory model
instead. However, in some contexts, a "true" shared-memory model can be impossible to
implement. This motivates the idea of emulating a shared memory model on top of mes-
sage passing. An emulation provides the illusion of having shared memory, so a user or
designer may run an algorithm designed for shared memory where a shared memory sys-
tem does not truly exist. These emulated models replicate the memory state across mul-
tiple devices, and accessing or changing the "shared" memory state requires inter-device
communication. [4] An illustration of this concept can be seen in Figure 1.1.
We would like for every device to have a similar view of what happened to the (sim-
ulated) shared memory object. Even though operations on the shared memory object can
happen concurrently, we would like some "view" of the system where all operations hap-
pen in some sequence, without any concurrency. This way, every device has the same
"view" of the system. Each device can order the operations the same way, and every
device agrees on what the state of the shared object should be. In this way, the shared
9
Figure 1.1: A graphic demonstrating shared memory emulations. Apps believe they are
reading and writing to shared memory. However, the shared memory is actually being
emulated by a message-passing system. The message passing system provides a consistent
view of what’s stored in the shared memory, and an interface for apps to access the shared
memory.
memory emulation is consistent across all participants, providing the view that only a sin-
gle object exists (instead of multiple copies distributed across the system). The desired
sequence (and its formal properties) are called consistency conditions.
Enforcing consistency is critical to making the simulation work, but it is not easy.
Some devices could be out of sync with others, having a different idea of the operations
that have happened across the distributed system, or a memory state that differs from the
memory that other devices have. Some devices could invoke an operation, but operations
could take time to finish, and overlap with other pending operations. If a device does not
hear from the other devices in a timely manner, it may not hear about recent changes made
on the shared memory object.
The simulation approach is made more difficult in dynamic systems, where devices are
entering and leaving the system unpredictably. These dynamic systems are said to have
"churn". See Figure 1.2 for a sketch of nodes entering and exiting the system.
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When a device leaves or fails, it may take replicated copies of memory or recent
changes to the memory with it. If only some of the devices were informed of the change,
this could cause disagreements on the overall history of the shared memory object.
Figure 1.2: A graphic demonstrating churn. Devices may enter and leave the system
continuously.
CCReg provides an algorithm to emulate a shared read/write register which can work
in these dynamic systems. CCReg is not the only algorithm to do so; there are other
algorithms which emulate shared read/write registers in dynamic systems [5] [6] [7], each
with different assumptions about failure models, message delays, whether the churn is
continuous or eventually disappears, and other factors.
The CCReg paper provides proofs that the algorithm eventually finishes all operations
(a property called liveness), and that consistency is maintained through every operation.
In particular, CCReg implements a particular consistency condition called linearizability.
CCReg guarantees liveness and linearizability, so long as the churn rate and failure fraction
are within a limited range.
We would like to see what happens when the system is pushed beyond the bounds on
churn rate and failure fraction. The theoretical statement does not guarantee that the algo-
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rithm should succeed when the bounds are exceeded. And if the algorithm fails in extreme
cases, it suggests that the theoretical analysis is close to the algorithm’s true limits. On
the other hand, if the algorithm maintains liveness and linearizability, it suggests that the
analysis could be improved, and that the true theoretical limits have yet to be discovered.
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2. SHARED REGISTER EMULATION ALGORITHM
2.1 Model Description
The CCReg algorithm from [1] simulates the interface and functionality of a shared-
memory system by using a message-passing system. We now describe the model of the
message-passing system CCReg operates in.
The message-passing system consists of many nodes, where each node is an abstract
representation of a device. Each node has a unique ID, and can have one of several states.
It can be Present, indicating that it’s in the system and propagating messages. It can also be
Joined, indicating that it’s in the system, and also has permission to modify the simulated
shared memory. Every node that is Joined is also Present, but not every Present node is
Joined.
The shared memory we try to simulate has exactly one variable. Each node keeps a
local variable val, which has the last known state of the shared variable.
Messages between nodes can be delayed by some amount of time, from 0 to D. This
allows us to assume that messages will eventually reach their destination, and aren’t lost.
D is a parameter of the system, but is not known to the individual nodes. We assume
that all received messages were sent by some node, and messages from the same node are
received in the order which they were sent.
Nodes can join and leave the system using subroutines of the CCReg algorithm. How-
ever, there are limits on how many joins and leaves can occur. We assume that in any
window of time [t, t+D], the number of joins and leaves is at most α ·N(t), where N(t)
is the total number of nodes in the system at time t, and α is a model parameter.
CCReg also tolerates a limited number of crashes. A node crashing is distinct from a
node leaving; crashed nodes do not announce their departure to other nodes in the system,
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but fail silently. At any time t, the number of crashed nodes is at most ∆ ·N(t), where ∆
is a model parameter. N(t) is the total number of nodes in the system at time t (as above);
N(t) includes the crashed nodes in the total.
2.2 Algorithm Description
The algorithm has two primary mechanisms: one for dealing with churn, and one for
managing reads/writes to the shared variable.
The churn mechanism is necessary to track the composition of the system (who is
present, Joined, left, etc) because the composition keeps changing. As such, each node
pi keeps track of the system changes it’s seen, and stores the changes in a local variable
Changes. When another node pj requests to Join the system or leave the system, it broad-
casts this request to all other nodes; node pi will receive the message and add it to its local
Changes.
The join procedure works roughly as follows. When node pi enters the system, it
broadcasts that it would like to Join and asks other nodes what the system composition
is. Each node that hears pi’s request will reply, and send pi their local Changes. pi will
estimate how many nodes need to respond to pi’s request, based on the Changes variables
it has received. Once pi has received enough messages, the join procedure is complete.
(Here, "enough" is defined as γ% of the believed system size, where γ is an algorithm
parameter.)
The leave procedure is simpler. If a node pi wishes to leave, it will broadcast its
departure, and other nodes will add pi’s departure to their Changes variables.
Nodes use a similar (though not identical) procedure for handling both reads and writes
to the shared variable. First, a node pi broadcasts to other nodes, asking for information
about the shared variable. pi waits for β% of Joined nodes to respond, where β is an
algorithm parameter. After receiving enough information, pi updates its local state, and
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broadcasts the change. Then pi waits for β% of Joined nodes to accept the change, and
change their local states as well.
2.3 Algorithm Properties
The original churn paper gives assumptions about the shared memory system, and
bounds on the parameters α, β, ∆, and γ. Should these assumptions and bounds hold,
CCReg is guaranteed to satisfy a set of safety and liveness properties. These are the prop-
erties we would like to examine when the theoretical bounds are violated.
Liveness properties. If a node invokes an operation, and the node does not leave or
crash, then that operation eventually completes, and the node receives a proper response
to the operation. That is:
• every node that enters the system and does not leave or crash eventually completes
the Join procedure
• If a node begins a read or a write, and the node does not leave or crash, eventually
its read or write will finish. For a read, the node receives the value read from the
shared memory emulation. For a write, the node receives an acknowledgment that
the write completed.
Safety properties. CCReg provides linearizability [8]. Any execution of the CCReg
algorithm consists of a combination of reads, writes, enters, leaves, or crashes that satisfy
the bounds α and ∆. For any such execution, there is a way to order all completed reads
and writes, and some subset of uncompleted writes, such that the following are true:
• Every read returns the value of the latest preceding write
• If an operation op1 finishes before some other operation op2 begins, then op1 is
ordered before op2. This is true regardless of which node began op1 or op2.
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In short, when the parameter bounds and assumptions are maintained, the algorithm
should complete joins, complete read and write operations, and choose the right values for
the reads.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Implementation in DistAlgo
When implementing the algorithm in DistAlgo, the core functionality of the algorithm
was not changed, but some additions to the supporting structure had to be made. Some
additions were to accommodate the limitations of the DistAlgo language. Others were
made to introduce randomness, necessary for simulating the many potential executions,
and introducing asynchronous message delays.
The first major addition is the Scheduler object. The Scheduler has two responsibili-
ties: it simulates node-to-node communication, and triggers events across the system.
In the original paper the nodes communicate directly with each other. However, the
way DistAlgo implements its processes does not allow this to happen. In DistAlgo, when
starting a simulation, each instance of the Node class is created as a separate process in
memory. Inter-process communication is possible, but the sending process must know the
recipient process’s ID. But each node is randomly assigned a process ID by the operating
system, so there is no way for a node to know apriori what the ID of another node will be,
nor is there any way to fix a specific ID.
Our resolution uses the Scheduler class. The Scheduler class’s setup() method is re-
sponsible for creating all Node instances, so the Scheduler can directly access the process
IDs of all Node instances. With this, the scheduler can listen for an outbound message
from one node, and forward the message to all the other nodes. A diagram of the Sched-
uler’s interactions with the system can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Because the Scheduler has access to all the nodes, it can also trigger, coordinate, and
record events across the system. It can send a message to any node, telling that node to
begin some operation. Before choosing an operation, the scheduler checks which opera-
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tions are permitted, checking against system model parameters α and ∆. A new node can
enter the system if, after entering the system, the churn constraint is not violated. A node
is allowed to crash if, after crashing, the failure rate constraint is not violated. A node is
allowed to leave if, after leaving, both the churn rate and failure rate constraints are not
violated. (The failure rate constraint is necessary as it is calculated from current system
size; if the current system size is reduced, then the fraction of crashed nodes grows.) Fi-
nally, reads and writes are permitted, but are only allowed on nodes that haven’t crashed,
and on nodes that are not in the middle of a previous read or write. (If no such nodes meet
these qualifications, then reads and writes are disallowed.)
Figure 3.1: The scheduler facilitates interaction with the nodes. It simulates node-to-node
communication, and simulates external client devices invoking read/write operations on
the shared memory.
The second major addition is adding randomness to parts of the implementation. The
scheduler randomly chooses which operation to perform, which node should invoke it, and
how long to wait before choosing the next operation. This is to create a better simulation
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of "average" case behavior.
The nodes themselves also have arbitrary delays on communication, for the purposes of
simulating asynchronous message-passing. We would like messages to take non-uniform
amounts of time to be received. When a node receives a message, it waits a random amount
of time before proceeding with its response. The random delay is therefore placed in each
of the message receiving functions. If applied to the sender, the delay is only chosen once
and then applied to all communications uniformly, so all recipients wait the same amount
of time. The random delay also cannot be placed in the scheduler, as that has the same
issue of only choosing the delay once. See Figure 3.2 for a pictorial illustration of where
delays could be placed.
Figure 3.2: Inducing randomness on message delays. Observe that placing randomness in
r1 or r2 would result in that value being applied uniformly to all communications, which
is what we want to avoid. Allowing each receiver to decide its own random delay value,
indicated by rx and ry, avoids this issue.
We also require that nodes respond to messages asynchronously (that is, for nodes
to respond to incoming messages while in the middle of doing other tasks). For this, we
need to use DistAlgo’s receive() handlers, as other means of responding to messages could
block other tasks from being executed.
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3.2 Simulation Parameters
The general approach is to fix a known set of allowable β and γ values, as a particular
configuration for the algorithm. We then vary α and ∆, parameters of the system, past
what is theoretically allowed. A table of allowed parameter sets is available in Table 3.1,
reproduced from the CCReg paper. Observe the limited amount of churn and crashing the
algorithm can tolerate, according to theoretical analysis.
Table 3.1: A table of theoretically allowed parameter values for CCReg.
churn
rate α
failure frac-
tion ∆
minimum system
size Nmin
join bound fraction γ read/write bound
fraction β
0 0.33 N/A N/A 0.665
0.01 0.26 7 0.67 0.684
0.02 0.19 7 0.69 0.701
0.03 0.13 8 0.70 0.726
0.04 0.06 9 0.72 0.737
0.05 0 10 0.74 0.755
We fix β and γ to be 0.726 and 0.7, respectively. These values constrain that α = 0.03
and ∆ = 0.13, according to the theoretical analysis. Other values of β and γ could be
chosen, but extreme values of either force either α or ∆ to be 0 (a system with no churn or
no crashing), which is less indicative of the algorithm’s performance as a whole.
To actually push the boundaries of the algorithm, we go past the theoretical bounds
of α and ∆. For controlled analysis of when the properties are violated, we fix one and
slowly increment the other (by 0.05 at a time).
We also set the number of initial nodes to be 50. We should set the number of initial
nodes high enough so we can actually see some churning behavior. If the number of initial
nodes is too low, the churn constraint α ∗ N(t) is < 1, which means no churns (and no
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crashes) are allowed.
The DistAlgo implementation has two additional parameters, used for running the
CCReg algorithm on real hardware.
The first parameter is D, the maximum message delay. The D parameter exists in
the CCReg paper and is used for theoretical analysis, though the algorithm itself does not
know what D is. In particular, D is used to determine if churn operations are allowed,
since the scheduler examines the past operations from times [t−D, t]. This is summarized
in Figure 3.3.
D = dreal +max(drandom)
Figure 3.3: Formula for calculating D.
We set the maximum message delay D to be equal to the average real-time commu-
nication delay dreal, plus the maximum value of the induced random delay drandom. The
average real-time communication delay is calculated by measuring how long it takes a read
operation to finish without any induced random delays. The length of a read operation is
then divided by 4, as the read operation takes two round trips of up to 2D each. (The same
is true of the write operation.) In practice, for a maximum drandom = 3 seconds, we found
D to be around 4.5 seconds.
The second implementation parameter is the maximum amount of time until the next
operation, Dop. After the scheduler invokes some operation on some node, the scheduler
selects a random number of seconds to wait, from 0 to Dop, before invoking the next
operation. This parameter has no equivalent in the CCReg paper, and is used only for the
implementation. We choose Dop = 5 seconds.
While choosing Dop may seem like an arbitrary choice, there are some considerations
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to take. Consider the churn constraint, counting the number of churn events in [t −D, t].
If Dop is >> D, then operations are spaced out very far in time. Then, the churn events
happen too far in the past for them to be considered in the time interval [t −D, t]. So the
churn constraint ends up untested. We would like to stress-test all parts of the algorithm
at once, so we would like multiple churn events to happen in the [t − D, t] interval. On
the other hand, we would like to avoid having all operations overlap, as this would prevent
us from testing the linearizability ordering property. Thus, we choose Dop to be slightly
larger thanD; in our case we choseDop = 5. We rely on the randomness ofDop selections,
such that some operations happen quickly and overlap, but some do not.
We run the DistAlgo program on a single machine, where each node is given a separate
thread. Each time the scheduler invokes an operation, we log the operation (read/write/etc),
the node chosen to start that operation, and the realtime when that operation began. Each
time any operation finishes, we log the realtime when it finishes, and the output of that
operation (for reads).
We verify that operations maintain the liveness condition and the linearizability condi-
tion. The liveness condition is easy to observe in practice, as the algorithm implementation
fails to terminate if some operations are left incomplete.
For verifying the linearizability condition, we take the output logs and examine the
read and write operations. We use an algorithm described by Gibbons and Korach [3]
to check that an order of operations that satisfies linearizability exists. This particular
algorithm (described in Theorem 4.1) requires that every read can be uniquely mapped
to exactly one write. For our purposes, we define this as: if a read operation returns x,
there is only one write operation writing x, and not multiple write(x) operations the read
could correspond to. To do this, our implementation chooses increasing write values, to
guarantee that each write value is used exactly once.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Increasing Churn Rate
To our surprise, increasing churn rate did not seem to have an adverse effect on the
algorithm’s performance. Even with α = 1, the algorithm successfully completed all
operations and maintained linearizability across multiple executions. This goes against
our intuition. It also poses a conflict with the CCReg paper; section 4 of the paper offers a
proof that for rapid churns, linearizability is violated. There are multiple possible reasons
for this discrepancy.
First, even though α = 1, this only indicates that churn is always permitted; this does
not mean that churn is always happening. Because the scheduler picks operations ran-
domly, even if churn is permitted, the scheduler may not choose to invoke an enter/leave
operation. With uniformly-distributed operation selection, a churn operation is only in-
voked 20% of the time, which seems to be a more reasonable value of churn rate.
It is also possible that churns were simply not happening "fast enough" to approximate
the rapid churns that would violate linearizability. The system composition was allowed
to change constantly, but the composition was changing so slowly that it didn’t matter.
The general theme of the above ideas is that we came across many randomized exe-
cutions, but we didn’t encounter any executions with truly adversarial behavior. The set
of potential executions is very, very large, and the adversarial executions could be a very
small subset of those executions.
4.2 Increasing Crash Fraction
Also to our surprise, increasing the crash fraction ∆ did not seem to have an adverse
effect on the algorithm’s performance. Even with ∆ = 1, the algorithm successfully com-
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pleted all operations and maintained linearizability across multiple executions. Section 5
of the CCReg paper offers a lower bound on crash resiliency, which conflicts with this
result.
There are multiple possible reasons for this discrepancy. The intuition behind ran-
dom operation selection could apply again (even though crashes were always allowed, the
scheduler did not always schedule crashes).
Basing our line of inquiry on the known lower bound, we decided to try one adversarial
execution where a certain percentage of nodes crashed in the beginning, and the rest of
the execution was randomized as normal. The percentage of nodes crashed was more than
what was possible given the lower bound. Unsurprisingly, the algorithm failed to terminate
in that case.
We then lowered the number of initial crash failures. At ∆ = 0.28 the algorithm failed
to terminate and no operations were completed; at ∆ = 0.26 all operations completed. In
a sense this is not very surprising, since each node is waiting to hear from β = 72.8% of
the system. If 28% of the nodes have crashed, then of course that node will never hear
from more than 72% of the system anyways.
This suggests that an alternate approach is required for measuring the impacts of in-
creased crashing. That is, instead of fixing β and γ (which imply constraints on the failure
fraction), we should fix α and ∆, and lower β and γ until linearizability or liveness is
broken. The idea behind the β and γ parameters is that if pi invokes an operation, after
hearing back from that many nodes, at least one "good" node will have the correct mem-
ory state. Decreasing these parameters will decrease the number of nodes heard from, and
increase the chance that pi never hears from this "good" node.
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4.3 Discussion and Future Work
The "average" case behavior provided by randomized executions is promising; it sug-
gests that the algorithm is not brittle, and can withstand higher churn rates and crash fail-
ure fractions than the bounds would suggest. However, this analysis is not enough to form
definite conclusions. This motivates a future direction for this research: carefully-crafted
adversarial executions to determine a more precise breaking point, stripping away the un-
certainty of randomized analysis.
As an example, one adversarial execution focuses on the churn rate by having many
nodes enter at once (more than what the theoretical α allows), entering as fast as possible.
One possible flaw of the randomized approach is that, by randomly choosing which node
to invoke an operation on, some nodes could remain idle (not doing any operations of their
own). This adversarial execution aims to avoid that problem by keeping new nodes as
busy as possible. As soon as a node finishes the join procedure, it will repeatedly invoke
read and write operations. The intuition is that, because so many nodes are joining at
once, the new nodes only hear from the nodes originally present in the system and have
an outdated view of the system size. Then when a node invokes a write, its change to the
shared variable is not propagated across the system; other nodes fail to hear about it, and
consequently return the wrong read value.
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